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[1] We seek to characterize how magmatic and tectonic activities combine and interact

during the continental rifting process. We address this question in two companion papers.
In both, we analyze the seismicity that occurs in an active magmato-tectonic rift,
Asal-Ghoubbet (East Africa), to identify the features and/or processes responsible for its
activity. Here, we report results from a 5-month experiment that we conducted in the
rift. Eleven seismometers were deployed to complement the eight-station permanent
network. This allowed recording 400 earthquakes in the rift; 200 events could be well
located (precision <40 m) and used in a tomographic inversion. Focal mechanisms were
also determined for 71 events. The results show that current activity in the rift is
mainly magmatically induced or accommodated. A 2-km-wide pipe of hot rock is
evidenced below the central Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic complex, likely above a deeper
(>5–6 km) magma reservoir. Most events concentrate at the roof of the pipe (at 3–4 km)
and result from up and down slip ruptures on both the volcanic (ring) and tectonic faults
that enclose the pipe at depth. The up and down motions are likely driven by pressure
changes in the magma reservoir. Hence, although a few rift faults were associated with
seismicity, most remained seismically silent during the experiment. In the companion
paper, we analyze the seismic activity in the rift over the 23 years that followed its last
rifting episode. This confirms the importance of the Fieale-Shark Bay plumbing system in
the overall rift behavior.
Citation: Doubre, C., I. Manighetti, C. Dorbath, L. Dorbath, E. Jacques, and J. C. Delmond (2007), Crustal structure and magmatotectonic processes in an active rift (Asal-Ghoubbet, Afar, East Africa): 1. Insights from a 5-month seismological experiment,
J. Geophys. Res., 112, B05405, doi:10.1029/2005JB003940.

1. Introduction
[2] About two thirds of the Earth’s crust is created by
spreading at mid-ocean ridges. Yet the detailed nature of the
plate accretion process is still partially unknown [e.g.,
Barclay et al., 1998; Crawford et al., 1999; Escartin et
al., 1999; Hussenoeder et al., 2002]. Among other questions, one is to understand how magmatic and tectonic
activities combine and interact to thin, break, and split apart
a lithospheric plate. We here regard that question at the very
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first stage of the spreading process, which is the stage of
continental rifting. That initial stage of rifting, through
which a continental plate evolves from stretching to breaking, is of particular importance for it may govern the way
subsequent oceanic spreading will occur. Yet, little is known
on that rifting process, for rare are the places in the world
where it currently occurs; generally, rifting has either come
to an end and been replaced by oceanic spreading, or has
aborted before a new ocean could be formed. In both cases,
the initial rift structures are ‘‘frozen’’, i.e., not active
anymore, so that their analysis, even detailed, cannot allow
the rifting process to be fully documented.
[3] We here focus on the only place in the world, East
Africa, where continental, magmato-tectonic rifting is currently going on and accessible to direct observation. Indeed,
although two young oceans (Red Sea and Gulf of Aden)
separate Arabia from Africa, the breaking of the two
continental plates is not yet complete; the two plates are
still ‘‘attached’’ in the Afar region [e.g., Varet, 1978;
Courtillot, 1982; Manighetti et al., 1997]. As a consequence, the Afar depression is the site of active rifting that
mainly takes place along a series of disconnected rift segments [e.g., Varet, 1978; Tapponnier et al., 1990; Manighetti
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Figure 1. Simplified structural map of Afar Depression
(redrawn from Manighetti et al. [1997, 2001b]). Rift
segments in capital letters, with MI, Manda Inakir; AG,
Asal-Ghoubbet; T, Tadjoura; EA, Erta Ale; TA, Tat’Ali; AL,
Alayta; MH, Manda Hararo; MH-G, Manda HararoGoba’ad. Inset shows general plate tectonic context. EAR,
East African Rift; RS, Red Sea ridge; GA, Gulf of Aden
ridge; AD, Afar Depression. Arrow indicates Arabia-Africa
divergent plate motion.
et al., 2001b] (Figure 1). These segments are all sites of
localized active faulting and volcanism. Among them, one,
Asal-Ghoubbet (AG), is easily accessible to field observation [e.g., Needham et al., 1976; Abdallah et al., 1979;
Stieljes, 1980; Stein et al., 1991; Manighetti et al., 1998].
We thus focus on that rift, and seek to characterize how
magmatic and tectonic activities combine and interact to
make the rift stretch apart (rate of 16 ± 1 mm/yr [e.g., Vigny
et al., 2007]). We address this question at the current
timescale. Our approach is to analyze the seismicity that
occurs in the rift, and seeks how it relates to the ongoing
magmato-tectonic processes. Such an approach is made
possible because a permanent seismological observatory
(Centre de Recherche Scientifique de Djibouti (CERD)
and Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, France) exists
in the rift that has been continuously recording its seismic
activity over the last 30 years. Because the rift extends on
dry land, temporary seismological experiments can also be
conducted and provide even more accurate data. The Asal-
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Ghoubbet Rift thus is a unique field laboratory where
seismological investigations can be performed at the greatest level of detail.
[4] We analyze current seismicity in AG at two different
timescales, which we describe in two papers.
[5] The present paper is a detailed analysis of the microseismicity recorded during a 5-month experiment that we
conducted in the rift during the winter 2000 –2001. A total
of 208 microearthquakes were precisely located, 200 of
them in the central emerged part of the rift. We thoroughly
analyze these earthquakes to answer the following questions: How is current seismic activity distributed in the rift?
What are the structures and/or processes responsible for that
activity? What is the crustal structure of the rift, and how is
that structure related to tectonic and magmatic features? The
spatial coverage and the number of events allow us to
perform a three-dimensional (3-D) inversion and derive
the crustal structure of the central part of the rift down
to 5 km depth. The seismic events are simultaneously
located with uncertainties of a few tens of meters. The
well-constrained event distribution reveals that only a few
zones were sites of seismicity in the 5 months of recording,
with the Fieale caldera being the most active zone. The
determination of 71 focal solutions sheds light on the
mechanisms responsible for the recorded events. Together
these results allow us to discuss both the rift structure, and
the way tectonic and magmatic processes may be currently
interacting. Note that our data are the first to be acquired in
the AG Rift at such level of accuracy. They also are the first
to provide insights on the magmatic plumbing and 3-D
architecture of the rift.
[6] Doubre et al. [2007] present the analysis of the entire
set of available earthquake data that have been recorded in
the rift by the permanent observatory since the last 1978
rifting episode (period 1979 – 2001; 2500 events down to
a magnitude of 1.0). Such a long and continuous recording allows the overall space-time evolution of seismicity to
be depicted, the crustal structure to be refined, and the
mechanisms possibly responsible for the rift seismicity to be
further discussed. Together the results highlight how the rift
has behaved overall since its last opening episode, and kept
opening through ongoing magmato-tectonic interactions.
Combined with previous results obtained on other rift/ridge
segments worldwide, the work brings new insights to
further understand the rifting process.
[7] Note that while complementary, the two papers can be
read independently. Yet, the conceptual scenario that we
envision as best describing the current behavior of the rift is
only described in the second paper, where it is constrained
by all available data.

2. Geological Setting
[8] Rifting in Afar is going on since 20 Ma as a result
of Arabia moving away from Africa [e.g., Courtillot et al.,
1980, 1987; Tapponnier et al., 1990; Manighetti et al.,
2001b]. It mainly occurs along a series of disconnected,
NW striking, 20- to 40-km-long volcano-tectonic rift segments that extend on either sides of the Afar depression
(Figure 1) [Tapponnier et al., 1990; Hayward and Ebinger,
1996; Manighetti et al., 1997, 1998, 2001b]. These rift
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Figure 2. (a) Satellite SPOT image of subaerial section of Asal-Ghoubbet Rift combined to DEM [from
De Chabalier and Avouac, 1994], showing major tectonic and volcanic features between Asal lake and
Ghoubbet. (b) Interpretation of Figure 2a, showing major faults (from Manighetti et al. [2001a]; named
by letters) and volcanic features (Fi, SB, and F for Fieale, Shark Bay, and F calderas; Ar for Ardoukoba
volcano). DLM and Dan for Disa Le Mallo and Dankalelo subrifts, respectively [from Manighetti et al.,
1998]. Permanent and temporary networks are shown. Grid is that used for tomographic inversion.
segments have different ages and degrees of evolution, for
the whole rifting process was diachronic.
[9] Asal-Ghoubbet is one of the youngest rifts, with an
age of 0.9 Ma [Varet, 1978; Courtillot et al., 1980;
Manighetti et al., 1998]. As any other rifts in Afar, AG is
a narrow zone (15 km) of localized active faulting and
magmatism. It currently opens at 16 ± 1 mm/yr in a N40 ±
5°E direction [e.g., Ruegg and Kasser, 1987; Vigny et al.,
2007] (Figures 1 – 3). Although a bulk of studies have been
conducted in the AG Rift in the last 30 years [e.g., Needham
et al., 1976; Abdallah et al., 1979; Stieljes, 1980; Stein et
al., 1991; De Chabalier and Avouac, 1994; Manighetti et
al., 1998, 2001a, 2001b; Audin et al., 2001; Mlynarski and
Zlotnicki, 2001; Ballu et al., 2003], its 3-D architecture is
unknown, as are the precise respective contributions of
faulting and magmatism in its opening. The only clear
finding is that magmatic and tectonic activities have been
combining over the whole rift evolution; phases of dominant magmatic activity have alternated with phases of major
faulting [Stein et al., 1991; De Chabalier and Avouac, 1994;
Manighetti et al., 1998]. During the former, large volumes
of fissural basaltic lavas have filled the rift inner floor,
burying existing faults. During the latter, faulting have
dismantled the lava pile. That scenario particularly applies
for the last 300 ka. Between 300 and 100 ka, thick
volcanic series were emplaced in the rift inner floor
(bounded at that time by faults J and e; see Manighetti et
al. [1998] for details), most from the central Fieale shield
volcano (Fi, Figure 2) supposedly fed by a long-lived, deep
magma chamber [Van Ngoc et al., 1981]. These lava flows
progressively buried most previous faults. Magmatic activity then almost completely ceased at 100 ka. Faulting thus

resumed and progressively dismantled the lava pile, only
interrupted from time to time by short phases of fissural
volcanism (such as those responsible for the recent lava
fields that extend on either sides of the Fieale edifice,
Figure 2). The normal fault scarps that are presently
observed to shape the AG Rift were formed during that
‘‘amagmatic,’’ a 100-ka-long period.
[10] One may thus conclude that since 100 ka, faulting is
the process most contributing to the rift opening [Stein et al.,
1991]. The rift normal faults indeed form impressive, steep
(70 – 80°) escarpments at surface, some as high as 200 m.
The faults form a dense network that deeply shapes the rift
from the western shore of the Asal Lake to the west, to the
easternmost part of the Ghoubbet basin to the east (over
40 km long; Figure 3). Hence, while only the 15-km-long
western section of the rift is emerged, faults extend further
east in the Ghoubbet (Figures 2 and 3). The analyses that
have been performed on the rift faults reveal that most,
including those in Ghoubbet, have been active in recent
times (<10– 20 ka), and slipping at fast rates (several mm/yr
up to present [Ruegg and Kasser, 1987; Ruegg et al., 1990;
Stein et al., 1991; Manighetti et al., 1998; Audin et al.,
2001; Doubre et al., 2005; Vigny et al., 2007]). Fault
activity also has migrated northward with time, so that the
northernmost faults (from a to d), particularly those forming
the ‘‘Disa Le Mallo subrift’’ (DLM; Figure 2), are the
youngest and most active at present [Manighetti et al.,
1998].
[11] The AG Rift thus is clearly the site of recent and
likely current tectonic activity. Yet, the rifting episode that
stroke the rift in November 1978 was essentially magmatic;
the sudden 2-m opening of the rift apparently resulted
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Figure 3. Initial localizations of recorded events, superimposed on rift fault map. The western half of
the rift is above sea level while the Ghoubbet basin is submerged. Bathymetry from Audin et al. [2001];
faults from Manighetti et al. [1998, 2001a, 2001b] and Audin et al. [2001].
from the injection of two major magmatic dikes at depth
[Ruegg et al., 1979; Tarantola et al., 1979, 1980]. While the
event was accompanied with two moderate earthquakes
(mb = 5 and 5.3) and slip on a few rift faults (in inner floor
and northern rift shoulder [Abdallah et al., 1979; Le Dain et
al., 1979; Lépine et al., 1980]), its major ‘‘component’’ was a
week-long basaltic fissural eruption at the northwestern tip
of the axial volcanic chain (Figure 2) that gave birth to the
so-called Ardoukoba volcano [e.g., Demange et al., 1980].
The 1978 episode thus demonstrates that the AG Rift also is
the site of current magmatic activity. The numerous recent
lava flows that pave the rift inner floor suggest that similar
volcanic activity has occurred in the recent past.
[12] Our objective is to bring data that may help further
documenting the magmato-tectonic and possibly other processes that are currently operating in the rift. We also seek to
bring constrains on the 3-D structure of the rift, for it is
unknown at present, even at first order. We follow a
seismological approach (passive recording), and use it as
a tool to illuminate the major ‘‘sources’’ of current activity
and infer their distribution, nature and behavior.

3. Data Acquisition and Processing
3.1. Temporary Seismic Network
[13] At the end of 2000 we deployed a seismic network of
11 stations in the central part of the Asal-Ghoubbet Rift
where greater seismic activity was expected [e.g., Lépine
and Hirn, 1992] (Figure 2b). The network was operated for
5 months from 20 October to 22 March 2001, complementing the 15 stations of the permanent network operated by

the Arta Geophysical Observatory (eight stations in the rift
(Figure 2b), one on the Ghoubbet shore, four on either sides
of the Gulf of Tadjoura, and two in the center of the Djibouti
territory (not represented)). The temporary network included
eight telemetered stations (Mark Product L4C, vertical
sensor) and three autonomous 3-C stations (GEOSTAR,
150 Hz sampling, continuous recording, MarkProduct L22
and L4 3 component sensors), all belonging to Ecole et
Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre of Strasbourg, France.
The stations were deployed on a 8  8 km2 area encompassing the Fieale caldera, the Ghoubbet western coast, the DLM
subrift and the eastern half of the northern rift shoulder
(Figure 2b). Their mean spacing was chosen to be less than
the expected mean hypocentral depth (according to Bulletins
of Arta Geophysical Observatory), hence <2 km. The
autonomous stations were fitted with GPS receivers. The
digital signals of the telemetered stations were transmitted by
FM radio waves and recorded continuously at the Arta
Geophysical Observatory (35 km, Figure 1).
3.2. First Hypocenter Localizations
[14] More than 600 events were recorded, most of them
were local, i.e., occurring within the AG Rift. Our focus is
on these local events.
[15] The P and S wave arrival times were picked by hand
from numerical records (precision of 0.01 s). The S wave
arrivals were less numerous, and their arrival times less
accurate when read on 1C stations (only three 3C stations
allowing high-precision picking). We used the program
Hypoinverse [Klein, 1978] to determine the preliminary
hypocentral location of the best recorded events, i.e.,
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Figure 4. P wave velocity variations at (a) 0, (b) 1.5, (c) 3 and (d) 5 km depth, and on (e) rift-parallel
and (f) rift-perpendicular cross sections intersecting at Fieale (location in Figure 4a). Resolution isocurves
are shown. Unresolved zones are shaded. In Figures 4a – 4d, the value of Vp from initial 1-D model is
indicated. Fi for Fieale caldera. In Figures 4e and 4f, velocities are linearly interpolated between depths of
calculation. Curves of no velocity change are dotted. Main faults and volcanic features are shown on
corresponding topographic sections.
events for which P and S waves had been recorded and
identified at a minimum of 8 and 1 stations, respectively.
This resulted in running calculation on 430 events. We
used a one-dimensional crustal velocity model previously
derived from a seismic refraction experiment conducted in
the same area [Ruegg, 1975]. The model suggests a
variation of Vp with depth that is comparable overall to
that inferred from similar volcano-tectonic environments
(auxiliary material Figure S1 and references therein).1
[16] Using Hypoinverse, we explored the depth range 1 –
9 km expected to be the maximum thickness of the brittle
crust in AG Rift [Ruegg, 1975]. Only 301 events satisfied
the following criteria: RMS 0.25 s, horizontal (erh) and
vertical (erz) errors 1.5 km, and conditioning factor 50.
1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2005JB003940.

Among them, 208 events were found in the AG Rift, all
within the entire network (temporary + permanent). They
have a mean erh, erz, and RMS of 410 m, 510 m and 0.06 s,
respectively. These events are plotted on the structural map
of the rift in Figure 3. Most of them (200) are distributed in
the central, subaerial part of the rift, all within the temporary
network, while eight of them are in the Ghoubbet. All range
between 0 and 7.7 km depth. The magnitudes have been
calculated with a formula established in the somehow
similar Yellowstone volcano-tectonic environment: Md =
2.60 + 2.44 log D, with D the signal duration [Pechmann
et al., 2001]. They do not exceed 2.5, with a mean of 0.5.
3.3. Tomographic Inversion
[17] The number and spatial distribution of the events
recorded within the temporary network (200 events) make
them well suited for tomographic inversion. The purpose of
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Figure 4. (continued)

such an inversion is to simultaneously determine the threedimensional crustal velocity model and refine the event
hypocentral parameters.
[18] We performed the inversion using the software
Simulps12 [Evans et al., 1994] that is based on a method
developed by Thurber [1983] and subsequently improved
by Eberhart-Phillips [1990]. As shown by Arnott and
Foulger [1994a; see also Thurber, 1984; Eberhart-Phillips,
1986; Toomey and Foulger, 1989], such a method is well
adapted to volcano-tectonic environments such as those in
Iceland, Hawaii or Afar.

B05405

[19] The square in Figure 2b shows the area where we
performed the inversion. The volume studied is viewed as a
3-D grid of 11  7.5  5 km3, with a tighter nodal spacing,
0.6 km, in its central part where earthquake density is greater
(Figures 2b and 3). The depth distribution of events (0–7.7 km)
limits us to perform the inversion at four depth levels only
(0, 1.5, 3 and 5 km). The initial three-dimensional velocity
model is deduced from the 1-D model of Ruegg [1975].
Starting with this initial model, Simulps12 runs successive,
iterative inversions, until the most refined three-dimensional
crustal structure and hypocentral parameters are obtained.
Note that all stations being inside the grid, we ran the
inversions without station correction.
[20] A total of 2143 P wave and 1798 S wave arrival
times were inverted. A suite of damping values was tested.
That of 20 s2/km revealed to be the best compromise
between data misfit and model variance. The small RMS
(0.06 s on average) of the Hypoinverse solutions for the
200 earthquakes within the grid allowed the calculations to
be achieved after five iterations only, the model and data
variance being then reduced by 39 and 32%, respectively.
Figure S2 shows the resolution at the four depth levels.
Reliable solutions are obtained in the top 3 km where most
events occurred (Figures S2a – 2c). At greater depth where
rays were fewer and mainly coming from the north, the
solutions are less constrained (Figure 2d).
[21] The P and S wave velocities slightly changed (by
<0.2 and <0.07 km/s, respectively) during the inversion.
The largest variations are found for the P waves (Figure 4)
and are the only ones retained for discussion in section 3.4.
Indeed, because of lower resolution, S wave velocity
changes are small and not larger than uncertainties. We
thus consider that these changes are not meaningful. The
Vp/Vs calculations performed by Simulps12 therefore are
not either.
[22] A number of tests were conducted on our final model
of P wave velocity anomalies (Figure 4), in order to test for
its strength. Different grid rotations were performed to
check whether or not aligning the grid nodes parallel or
perpendicular to the rift would distort the anomalies
depicted in Figure 4. We found that they were not distorted.
We thus present the final model in its most readable form,
i.e., with no rotation. We also ran a forward model (i.e., in
which earthquake location is taken as known) to test for
possible smearing and check how recoverable the anomalies
identified in Figure 4 were with the raypaths. That forward
model is shown in Figure S3. It basically confirms that
though they have smaller amplitudes as expected from the
forward calculation, the major anomalies visible in Figure 4
are still found, with the same overall distribution. Together
these comfort us that the major features of Figure 4 are well
constrained. The low-amplitude P velocity changes suggest
that the initial 1-D velocity model [Ruegg, 1975] is appropriate overall. Yet the refined velocities are slightly faster,
so that the Vp-depth curve further resembles those inferred
in Iceland, Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and East Pacific Ridge
(Figure S1).
3.4. Hypocenter Relocations
[23] Final hypocentral locations lay in the range 0 –
7.14 km, with horizontal and vertical errors of 40 m
(Figure 5). While relocated hypocenters show an overall
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Figure 5. Relocated events (a) in map and (b – g) on cross sections (location in Figure 5a). Tomographic
results are shown on the cross sections with unresolved zones in gray. Fi and SB, Fieale and Shark Bay
calderas, respectively.
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shallowing (by 170 m on average) compared to their
previous Hypoinverse position, they do not show any
systematic lateral offset (compare Figures 3 and 5a). The
distance between the initial and relocated positions of 95%
of the earthquakes varies from 0 to 1.46 km, with a mean of
420 m. The remaining 10 events’ hypocenters moved more
than 1.5 km after relocation. We suspect that such events
had poorly constrained Hypoinverse hypocenters, stuck
close to one interface of the layered 1-D crustal model.
[24] The clusters of relocated events are narrower normal
to the major NW striking faults (see for instance e system),
and many relocated events clearly move toward fault planes
(see for instance a fault). This results in narrow clusters of
events being aligned parallel to the major faults, with their
epicenters in the hanging wall of these faults (see e1, g1,
a1, D). Within the Fieale caldera, most relocated events
move out toward the caldera edges (see eastern edge). Taken
together these observations further confirm that the 3-D
crustal model is robust.
3.5. Focal Mechanisms
[25] We constructed focal mechanisms for 71 events, by
mapping the distribution of P wave first motion polarities on
the lower focal hemisphere. We used the ray azimuths and
takeoff angles obtained when using the 3-D crustal model. All
focal planes were hand mapped, for the large number of
phases (8 in all cases) ensured their precise determination.
The 71 focal solutions are shown in Figure S4, together with
the polarities. The latter are shown in more details for four
example events in Figure S5. Assuming that most earthquakes
correspond to shearing on a fault plane, double-couple solutions were preferred when possible. We determined
55 double-couple mechanisms (DC, Figure 6, Figures S4
and S5, top plots). About 70% of them attest to normal
faulting on steep planes (dip 75 ± 10° when the steepest
focal planes are chosen) striking N120 ± 20°E or N0 ± 20°E.
About 40% of these normal mechanisms indicate pure or
mainly dip-slip motion, while the others reveal an additional
component of lateral slip. The remaining 30% of the
double-couple solutions attest to strike-slip (13%) and
even reverse faulting, on planes with various dips and strikes
nearby a direction orthogonal to the rift axis.
[26] Although their polarities were determined with
certainty (see Figure S5, bottom plots), 16 events were
inconsistent with a double-couple solution (Figure 6 and
Figure S4). One of these events shows compressional
arrivals only, another one dilatational arrivals only, and
14 events a mixture of the two. A detailed seismological
analysis of these specific events is beyond the scope of this
paper. We thus solely report their main features. In most
cases the nondouble-couple mechanisms (NDC) show
polarities separated by two roughly parallel planes. Similar
NDC mechanisms have already been found in the AG Rift,
mainly in the Fieale area [Lépine and Hirn, 1992]. Such
mechanisms are also quite common in volcanic regions
[e.g., Foulger and Long, 1984; Foulger, 1988a, 1988b].
Mechanisms showing only compressional or dilatational
polarities are commonly taken to attest to explosions or
cavity collapses, respectively [e.g., Foulger et al., 1989], or
to the nucleation/opening of tensional fractures having a
strike-slip component [Aki, 1984; Shimizu et al., 1987].
Mechanisms showing a combination of compressional and
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dilatational polarities are more likely taken to attest to a
variability of the elastic moduli within the source volume
[e.g., Julian et al., 1988], or to tensional fracturing/
fissuring such as that resulting from thermal contraction
or expansion of the rocks or from hydraulic/hydrothermal
processes [e.g., Foulger and Long, 1984; Julian, 1983;
Aki, 1984; Foulger et al., 2004]. In the latter cases, the
mechanisms show polarities separated by two roughly
parallel planes that define the plane of fissuring. Frohlich
[1984] suggests that such a distribution of polarities may
also be induced by simultaneous slip on various planes, as
those typifying circular ring-type or cone-shaped faults
[Ekström, 1994; Nettles and Ekström, 1998].

4. Data Analysis
4.1. Velocity Anomalies
[27] The tomographic inversion only allows depicting the
crustal structure in the eastern emerged part of the rift. We
focus on the areas crossed by many rays and thus best
constrained: Fieale, northern subrift and western Ghoubbet
coast.
[28] Figure 4 presents the variations of the P wave velocities
at the four depth levels of the inversion (Figures 4a–4d), and
on two cross-sections, parallel (Figure 4e) and perpendicular (Figure 4f) to the rift and intersecting in the Fieale
caldera (location in Figure 4a). On both cross sections the
velocity variations have been linearly interpolated between
the nodes.
[29] The P wave velocity slightly changes laterally at all
depth levels (0.2 km/s). In similar volcano-tectonic environments, P wave contrasts are found to be much higher,
between 0.7 and 1.4 km/s in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [Wolfe
et al., 1995; Barclay et al., 1998; Madge et al., 2000], and
possibly up to 2 km/s in the Krafla Icelandic volcano
[Arnott and Foulger, 1994a]. Although small, the largest
velocity anomalies define a few clear, well-constrained
major volumes (see section 3.3), which we describe below.
[30] Contrary to what is commonly observed in oceanic
ridge segments [e.g., Toomey et al., 1990; Wilcock et al.,
1995], the zones of velocity anomalies do not show any
clear symmetric pattern with respect to the rift axis, nor are
they shaped or aligned parallel to the rift axis. Rather their
distribution draws a circular pattern roughly centered at the
Fieale caldera (Figures 4 and S3). This is particularly clear
at the 3 km depth level (Figure 4c) and on the cross sections
(Figures 4e and 4f). A well-resolved, 1.5-km-wide, almost
continuous ring of positive (blue) anomaly surrounds the
zone that extends directly at 3 km below the Fieale caldera.
On both cross sections, that ring of positive anomaly seems
to extend further upward and downward, so that the whole
volume looks rather like a cylinder of positive anomaly
surrounding the ‘‘Fieale zone’’. That zone is the site of
a large negative (red) anomaly that appears as a vertical,
2-km-wide, central column rising from 5 km depth and
possibly more, up to 2 –1 km, within the ‘‘blue cylinder’’
(Figures 4e and 4f). The maximum velocity contrast within
this column is found at 5 km depth, at the southeastern edge
of the Fieale caldera (Figure 4d). Although not strongly
constrained (Figure S2), that contrast is well recovered in
the forward test (Figure S3), suggesting that it is real. In
Figure 4e, the boundaries between the blue and red anomaly
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Figure 6. Epicenters and focal mechanisms calculated for events (a) outside and (b) inside the Fieale area. Timing of
events is indicated. Colors for double-couple mechanisms indicate focal depth. Nondouble-couple solutions are in black and
white. Faults are as before.
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zones appear as sharp and subvertical discontinuities, particularly to the west. The western boundary extends right
below the western edge of the present Fieale caldera, while
the eastern boundary lies below the eastern edge of the
small Shark Bay caldera that is adjacent (and likely
connected at depth) to that of Fieale.
[31] Despite of the low resolution, the volcanic chain that
extends west of Fieale appears underlined by a wide
negative anomaly that extends from surface down to
3 km (Figure 4e). The amplitude of that anomaly is,
however, too low for that anomaly to be recovered in the
forward test presented in Figure S3.
[32] Velocity changes found at or close to the surface are
more disorganized. The shallow levels seem dominated
overall by high-velocity material (Figures 4a, 4b, 4e, 4f,
and S3). Yet a few small patches of negative anomaly are
identified, most either at the tip of some major faults (see
eastern tip of fault a), or in the relay zones between faults
(see area between faults G and F, and central section of fault
system F where several fault segments intersect). A patch of
negative anomaly is also found below the Shark Bay
caldera.
[33] The possible origin of the velocity contrasts described
above will be examined in the discussion section.
4.2. Earthquake Distribution and Kinematic Behavior
of Main Seismic Zones
[34] Figure 5a plots the epicenters of the 200 relocated
earthquakes on top of a digital elevation model of the AG
Rift where major structures can be seen.
[35] The combination of Figures 3 and 5 shows that
although most faults in the rift show evidence of recent
activity (<10 – 20 ka; see section 2), little seismicity is
observed, with most faults showing no earthquake at all
on or close to their surface trace. Similarly, although several
recent hence active volcanic zones exist in the rift, including
the 1978 Ardoukoba, only the Fieale/Shark Bay volcanic
area is underlined by seismicity. Besides, events are unevenly distributed in the rift, with most of them concentrated
in the central, northeastern part of its subaerial section.
Observed in more detail, these events appear to gather in
three major distinct groups, one in the rift inner floor (Fieale
area broad sense, between surface traces of F and B faults),
one in the Disa Le Mallo subrift (between surface traces of
b and d faults), and one at the base of the northernmost e
fault system (Figure 5a). Events have homogeneous hypocentral depths in each group, averaging 2.9 km for the
Fieale set, 1.1 km for the DLM set, and 5.1 km for the
northern set. Only 8.5% of the events spread outside of
these clusters, being mostly along the a fault trace and in
the southern rift shoulder.
[36] We describe each group in more detail below (on
Figure 5 basis). The spatial distribution and focal mechanisms of events are used as a guide to identify the major
structures (faults and volcanic features) possibly responsible
for these events. Although we are aware that microruptures
may have various origins and may not necessarily result
from slip on major planar structures, their distribution
delineates ‘‘rupture volumes’’ whose location, geometry
and rupture mode may reveal and help characterize deformation on or associated with major structures. Note that the
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present analysis will be refined in next section using the
temporal evolution of the events.
4.2.1. Northern Rift Shoulder (North of d Surface
Trace)
[37] Sixteen events (0.9  Md  1.3) occurred in the
northern rift shoulder, with their epicenters between the d
and e1 surface fault traces.
[38] The westernmost events are aligned parallel to the e1
trace, at a depth of 5 – 6 km. Projected on a plane perpendicular to the mean strike of e1 system, they fall on a
plausible extension at depth of the fault plane (Figure 5b).
This suggests that these events may result from slip on e1
plane, or from small-scale deformation associated with, but
occurring off that plane (such as microcracking at fault
plane edges or in the volume embedding the plane [e.g.,
Manighetti et al., 2004, 2005]). In both cases, this would
make e1 dipping to the SW by 60– 75° at 5 – 6 km depth.
Similarly relating the easternmost events to slip on or around
e1 would make the latter having a subvertical plane in the east
(Figure 5c). Since a fault is unlikely to sustain a 20– 30°
change in dip over such a short distance, we suspect that the
easternmost events rather attest to slip on, or to secondary
deformation around, the neighboring e2 fault plane. This
would make e2 dipping south by 50– 70° at 5 km depth.
[39] The recorded events therefore show that micro ruptures occur on or around the northernmost e fault system
despite the lack of other evidence of its current activity (that
system is among the oldest in the rift and does not show any
morphological evidence of recent activity [Manighetti et al.,
1998]). The focal mechanisms determined for two of these
events are nondouble couples, hence compatible with
microcracking around the main fault planes.
4.2.2. Disa Le Mallo Northern Subrift
[40] The DLM subrift is taken to be the present locus of
greatest tectonic activity in the rift [Manighetti et al., 1998].
Its overall structure is that of a NW trending narrow graben
bounded by antithetic normal faults (major are b, g1, g2, d).
The floor of the graben is dissected by a dense network of
open fissures, some strike oblique (approximately E– W) to
the faults.
[41] Sixteen events were located in the DLM subrift
(0.5  Md  1.0), all concentrated in a 1  1.5 km2
area in the center of the graben. All these events but two are
extremely superficial, between 0 and 1.8 km depth. Most
are vertically aligned below the most intensely fissured
zone, suggesting that they result from current fissuring
and/or shallow slip on g1 (Figures 5c and 5d). Focal
mechanisms rather support the fissuring origin. Four of
the 11 calculated mechanisms are nondouble couple and
likely result from NW – SE tensile cracking and explosion/
implosions (Figure 6a). Five of the seven double-couple
mechanisms attest to reverse faulting on N40 ± 20°E
striking planes. Taken together, these nine mechanisms are
compatible with crack opening or closing in a local stress
regime where s3 strikes NE, as is the case in the rift. The
two last mechanisms indicate normal slip on a steep,
N130° striking plane parallel to the faults, and strike-slip
on oblique planes with one roughly parallel to the largest
fissures in the zone.
4.2.3. Alpha Fault System
[42] The a fault system bounds the rift inner floor to the
north over 8 km long. It is one of the major systems in the
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rift, being made of 3 en échelon, up to 200 m high, steep
(80°) fault escarpments facing to the south (a1, a2, a3;
Figure 2b).
[43] Eight earthquakes (0.9  Md  1.5) were recorded
whose epicenters roughly superimpose on the a surface
trace. Although hypocenters deepen from east (1– 4 km) to
west (7 km), epicenters keep plotting on or close to the
fault surface trace. If the recorded events result from slip on
or close to the a fault planes, we infer that those are steep,
dipping south by 80 ± 5° down to 3 – 7 km. This is in
keeping with the three calculated focal mechanisms that
reveal normal slip on N105 ± 10°E subvertical planes
(Figure 6a).
4.2.4. Fieale Area, Broad Sense
[44] The greatest density of seismicity is found in the
easternmost part of the subaerial rift inner floor, in the
15 km2 ‘‘Fieale area‘‘ (Figure 2). The Fieale caldera is
surrounded by a steep, 20- to 30-m-high, 1.5-km-diameter
rim. It is connected to two smaller calderas, the ‘‘f’’ caldera to
the south, and the Shark Bay caldera to the east (Figures 2
and 5a). The three volcanic edifices are likely to be fed by
the same magmatic source at depth. All are cut by a dense
network of approximately E – W to NW striking open
fissures and small normal faults. The major one is the south
facing B fault system that cuts the Fieale caldera to the
north. The B and D scarps face each other and bound a NW
trending graben that narrows and tapers westward to end at
the eastern termination of the axial volcanic chain. The
Fieale caldera is almost entirely enclosed in that graben, so
that it is subsiding overall (Figures 2 and 5a).
[45] The 145 events recorded in the Fieale area gather in a
few major clusters with few if any events in between
(Figures 5a and 6b). The denser cluster overlays the Fieale
caldera. Another group of events is identified in the Shark
Bay caldera area. Most remaining events are distributed in
the F caldera area and along the D surface fault trace.
[46] The epicenters overlying the Fieale caldera form two
distinct groups, which are clearly separated in along-strike
cross section (Figures 5g and 6b). The first group includes
30 events (1.0  Md  1.2) whose epicenters roughly
overlay the western section of the caldera rim, between
faults D and B. The second group includes 70 events
(1.0  Md  2.5) whose epicenters overlay the eastern
section of the caldera rim, again between faults D and B.
[47] Hypocenters of the first group of events form a vertical
alignment superimposing on a section of the western discontinuity identified between the central low-velocity column
and the surrounding high-velocity cylinder (Section 4.1 and
Figure 5g). Their focal depths range between 2.5 and 4.2 km
with most events concentrated at 4 km. The particular
distribution of events along the western discontinuity suggests that they may result from slip on that discontinuity,
which we infer to be a brittle shear plane. Together with the
fact that the discontinuity extends right below the western
Fieale caldera rim and separates volumes of distinct
‘‘nature’’, this suggests that the western discontinuity is a
ring fault. Note that ring faults are common features in
volcanic edifices. They generally have curved planes (in
map view) that may be vertical, inward or outward dipping
[Mori and McKee, 1987; Ekström, 1994; Lipman, 1997;
Roche et al., 2000; Lagabrielle et al., 2001; Acocella et al.,
2000; Prejean et al., 2003; Gray and Monaghan, 2004;
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Folch and Marti, 2004; Cole et al., 2005]. The ring fault
inferred on the western side of Fieale is likely to have a
subvertical plane, i.e., oscillating from slightly inward to
slightly outward, on which both normal and reverse slip
events may occur. Seventeen focal mechanisms were determined in this zone (Figure 6b). Seventy percent are DC and
indicate normal and strike-slip faulting on steep N –NW to
N – NE striking planes. The remaining mechanisms are
NDC, with four fifths revealing tensile cracking on NE
striking planes. All mechanisms are thus compatible with
ruptures on or close to the main, subvertical, NE trending
western Fieale ring fault. The existence of various mechanisms (normal, strike slip, NDC) may result from local
perturbations of the stress field in the volcanic conduit [e.g.,
Troise et al., 1997]. We will come back to this point in
discussion. Finally, the lack of seismicity on the ring fault at
a depth >4 km suggests that the recorded events may have
occurred at the ring fault base (Figure 5g).
[48] Hypocenters of the second group draw a more
compact cluster between 2 and 3 km depth (Figures 5a
and 5g). That cluster is located directly below the likely
extension at depth of the eastern section of the Fieale
caldera rim. Along with the fact that the event epicenters
roughly underline the curved base of the caldera rim at the
surface (Figure 6b), this suggests that the second group of
events result from slip on an eastern, subvertical, Fieale ring
fault (Figure 5g). Since no events are recorded further below
the cluster, the second group of events may attest to ruptures
at the downward tip of the eastern Fieale ring fault. Most
focal mechanisms calculated for events in this area are
similar to those found further west, i.e., they attest to both
normal and strike-slip faulting or to tensile cracking on
steep N – NE striking planes, roughly parallel to the eastern
caldera rim and inferred ring fault (Figure 6b). The remaining mechanisms reveal normal slip on steep (preferred focal
planes), N120 ± 10° striking planes parallel to the major
normal faults that dissect the Fieale caldera. As most events
showing these mechanisms have their epicenters located
close to either D or B surface fault traces (and in these fault
hanging walls), they are likely to attest to slip on or
associated with these two faults. We infer that D and B
faults have steep planes at least down to 3– 4 km (Figures 5d
and 5e).
[49] Only a few events are found between the two major
clusters described above. They plot at 3 km depth in the
center of the Fieale caldera, still between the surface traces
of faults D and B (Figure 6b).
[50] Observed on an along-strike cross section, all Fieale
events gather in a 1-km-thick and 1- to 1.5-km-wide
volume that appears as a lens of brittle material capping
the western half of the central, low-velocity, aseismic
column (Figure 5g). The lens seems to dip by 30– 50°
toward the northwest (stippled lines in Figure 5g). That
brittle volume is even clearer on a perpendicular cross
section (Figures 5d and 5e); events cluster in a 1-kmthick and 1.5-km-wide volume enclosed by the subvertical D and B fault planes. The latter are likely to be
responsible for some of the events. The brittle volume
seems to dip gently southwestward (20–30°) at the top of
the central, low-velocity, anomaly column.
[51] Events recorded in the Shark Bay caldera area share
similarities with the Fieale events. Most have hypocenters at
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2 – 3 km depth, while most epicenters circle the caldera
(Figures 5a – 5g and 6a). All events are also enclosed
between the D fault and a northern limit that would coincide
with the eastward prolongation of the B fault system. On an
along-strike cross section, the Shark Bay events draw a SE
dipping (45°) elongated cluster capping the eastern half of
the low-velocity central column, between the Fieale eastern
ring fault and the sharp, subvertical discontinuity identified
below the eastern part of the Shark Bay caldera. As in
Fieale, some of the events superimpose on that discontinuity, suggesting that they may result from slip on it. We
interpret the discontinuity as a ring fault that bounds the
whole Fieale-Shark Bay (Fieale-SB) volcanic system to the
east (Figure 5g). Focal mechanisms determined for some of
the events reveal both normal faulting on steep, E – W to
NW striking planes, and more complex mechanisms (strike
slip and normal, and one reverse) on various planes oblique
to the rift (Figure 6a).
[52] The few events recorded between the F and D surface
traces mainly underlay the F cone (Figures 5a and 6a). Their
epicenters underline the NE elongated caldera, while their
hypocenters cluster at 3 km (Figures 5d and 5e). They are
bounded to the south by the F fault plane. If some of the
events result from slip on or close to this plane, we infer F
to dip steeply northeastward (Figures 5d and 5e). That the
events recorded in this zone spread at the same overall
depth as those in Fieale suggests that they may result from
processes similar to those depicted in the Fieale brittle
volume. Events are too sparse, however, for definite conclusions to be drawn.
[53] Taken together, the Fieale and Shark Bay events
cluster in a 3 km3 (1  1.5  2 km3) volume of brittle
material that caps the central column of negative anomaly
(Figure 5g). That volume includes two lenses dipping in
opposite direction away from the Fieale eastern ring fault.
While some events within the lenses likely result from slip
on D and B and possibly other smaller faults in between,
most attest to ruptures at the base and between the Fieale
and Shark Bay caldera ring faults. As these ruptures occur
above the central column of velocity anomaly, they may
well be related to this particular zone.
4.3. Space-Time Evolution of Seismicity
[54] Although our experiment only lasted for 5 months, it
allowed recording all the events that occurred within the
network with a magnitude down to 1.0. This complete and
continuous recording offers the opportunity to examine the
temporal evolution of seismicity (Figures 7 – 9).
[55] Seismic activity was irregular over time (as observed
in other volcanic environments [e.g., Parson et al., 1993;
Canales et al., 2000; Tolstoy et al., 2001]), varying at least
by two different timescales. It first varied at a scale of
several weeks (Figure 8). During the first 5 weeks of
recording (dark violet), most events occurred in the southern
part of the rift inner floor, while the rift remained quiescent
north of its axis (with the exception of the e system). During
the following 4 –5 weeks (pale blue), the situation reversed
with most events occurring north of the rift axis while the
rift remained quiescent in its southern part. In the weeks that
followed (green), activity shifted and spread at the rift axis
(Fieale/Shark Bay area) while the rest of the rift became
quiescent. Subsequent activity remained in the Fieale area
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but was discontinuous. While activity in Fieale essentially
started in January 2001, it significantly increased on 27
February (Figures 7a and 8). Eighty events were produced
between that day and the end of the experiment, all below
the Fieale caldera. That several week long Fieale sequence
was therefore a major phase in the rift activity.
[56] During each of the several week periods described
above, seismic activity also varied at a shorter timescale,
varying from a few minutes to a few days. Most events
indeed occurred in short swarms (which we refer to as
‘‘crises’’ hereafter; Figures 7a and 8), each producing a
large number of events in a narrow volume. Where they
repeated (as in Fieale), the crises were separated by time
spans much longer than their duration.
[57] Below we describe in greater detail the main periods
of activity mentioned above. As the Fieale sequence is a
major phase, we analyze the seismicity before and during
that phase separately.
4.3.1. Activity Before the Fieale Sequence
[58] Figures 9a – 9d show both in map and cross sections
the events that occurred before the Fieale sequence, with
colors indicating their temporal evolution. One hundred
thirty-eight events were recorded before the Fieale sequence
(from 20 October 2000 to 26 February 2001). The general
picture of this period shows a somewhat distributed seismicity (Figure 9a): Events occurred in all zones previously
described (section 4.2). In more detail, seismic activity
occurred through a succession of crises that affected spatially distinct volumes. Most crises did not repeat in similar
ways. Finally, the occurrence of any crisis was accompanied
by an almost complete cessation of activity elsewhere in the
rift. The e fault system is the only feature to show
‘‘continuous’’ activity during this first phase, and actually
throughout the entire experiment (Figure 8).
[59] A first crisis occurred at the end of October 2000
(Figures 7a, 8, and 9a, dark violet). Twenty-five events were
recorded in 10 days, most in the hanging wall of the D fault
and underlining its scarp base. This suggests that the
October activity was produced by slip on D or on associated
rupture planes. The focal mechanisms determined for some
of these events are consistent with this inference (Figure 9).
They show steep (preferred) planes whose strikes vary from
W – NW to N– NW as one goes from SE to NW, as does the
D surface trace. That these planes dip slightly opposite to
the D scarp suggests that the D fault has a subvertical plane
at least down to 3 – 4 km. The left-lateral component
revealed to the NW is compatible with the long-term
kinematics of the fault(see Manighetti et al. [1998] and
Manighetti [1993] for details).
[60] Seven events occurred the first 15 days of December
in a small zone at the base of the a1 fault scarp (blue,
Figure 9a). The focal mechanisms calculated for some of
these events suggest that this cluster results from slip on a1,
which is interpreted as having a steep (80°) plane at least
down to 3 – 4 km.
[61] Another crisis occurred in December 2000 (10 – 31
December, Figures 7a and 9a, blue green). It produced
16 events clustered within the DLM inner floor. These
events apparently resulted from tensile cracking, as discussed before (section 3.5).
[62] On 9 January, another crisis occurred which produced a swarm of 17 events S– SW of the Shark Bay caldera
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Figure 7. (a) Time evolution of daily number of events, (b) cumulative number of events (black curve),
cumulative seismic moment (gray curve), calculated from formula of Kanamori and Anderson [1975]),
and (c) event magnitudes. In Figure 7a, the Fieale sequence is in black while major crises before that
sequence are indicated.

(Figures 7a, 8, and 9a; dark green). Together with a few
subsequent events, the swarm draws a semicircular pattern
that underlines the base of the volcanic edifice. This
suggests that the January crisis attests to ruptures on or
around the Shark Bay caldera ring faults (Figure 9d).
However, most focal mechanisms determined in the Shark
Bay area reveal normal to normal-left-lateral slip on E– W
to NW striking, steep planes, parallel to the small faults and
fissures that dissect the area. Slip on these planes may thus
also account for events in this zone.
[63] Finally, a swarm of eight events occurred between 19
and 22 of February, near the intersection between the D and

the eastern Fieale ring faults (Figures 7a, 9a and 9c; red).
Focal mechanisms are similar to those determined for the
October crisis events, suggesting that the February swarm
mainly attests to slip on or around D, where it intersects the
Fieale and F calderas.
[64] Altogether, a total of 48 focal mechanisms were
calculated for events having occurred during that first phase
of activity. Ninety-one percent of them are double couple
(Figure 10a). Most of the solutions indicate normal (14) or
normal left-lateral slip (11) on approximately E– W to NW
striking, steep planes (preferred solutions). The solutions
thus are in keeping with slip on major rift faults (whose
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Figure 8. Space-time evolution of recorded events (map view). Major crises are indicated. First shock
of Fieale sequence is indicated by black circles.

long-term kinematics is normal and left lateral [Manighetti
et al., 1998]). Overall, the T axes of the solutions strike
approximately NE (Figure 10a), hence parallel to the
regional s3 vector [Ruegg and Kasser, 1987; Vigny et al.,
2007]. This leads us to conclude that most events result
from slip on the rift faults, and occurred in a homogeneous
extensional stress regime, similar to the regional one. Event
distribution furthermore indicates that the fault systems e,
a1, B, and D were the most active during this first period of
time. The few remaining focal solutions reveal reverse,
normal, or lateral slip on planes with various strikes oblique
to the rift. They are also compatible with a NE trending
direction of extension, however.
[65] Thus before the Fieale sequence, seismic activity was
mainly tectonically accommodated, resulting from slip on,
or microrupturing around, the central northern major rift
faults, in a homogeneous regional extensional stress regime.
Faults, however, only slipped in the eastern emerged part of
the rift in close proximity to the Fieale volcanic edifice.
4.3.2. Activity During the Fieale Sequence
[66] Figures 9e – 9h are done as before for the events that
occurred during the Fieale sequence.
[67] The Fieale sequence started at 15:48 on 27 February
2001 with a Md = 1.3 shock within the caldera (black
circled in Figures 8 and 9e), was then followed by 17 more
events on that day and 62 over the next 23 days (Figure 7a).
Note that we had to interrupt the experiment before the end

of the Fieale sequence. However, the permanent network
could record it till July 2001 (Arta Observatory Staff,
personal communication, 2006). The sequence only struck
the Fieale caldera area, while the rest of the rift remained
quiescent. Events almost exclusively occurred in the inner
floor of the B-D subsiding graben, and between the Fieale
caldera ring faults. They were produced during successive
short crises that followed more frequently than ever before
(Figure 7a). These crises affected spatially distinct volumes,
none of which had broken during the first phase. More, the
Fieale sequence events roughly filled the gaps that had been
left free of earlier events. This makes the Fieale events
basically clustering in the central part of the Fieale caldera,
hence at the rift axis, quite far (800 m) from the B and D
faults. Those are thus inferred not to have slipped significantly during the Fieale sequence.
[68] The sequence started with a first crisis (violet,
Figure 9e) during which 18 events were produced below
the Fieale caldera. The very first event occurred at the base
of the eastern ring fault (Figures 9e and 9h). The subsequent
events spread westward in the interior of the west dipping,
brittle volume depicted at the top of the central, lowvelocity column. Taken together, the epicenters form a
NW trending alignment at the rift axis.
[69] A little more than a week later, another crisis
produced seven events (green, Figure 9e), the first few at
the base of the eastern ring fault, and the later ones within
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Figure 9. Events and focal mechanisms (a –d) before and (e – h) during the Fieale sequence. Structural
maps and cross sections as before (cross sections are located in Figures 9a and 9e). Events in northern
shoulder are omitted for clarity. In Figures 9b– 9d and 9f – 9h, focal solutions are in planes of cross
sections. In Figures 9e, 9g, and 9h, the very first event is black circle.

the brittle lens and on the western ring fault (Figures 9e and
9h) A little more than a week later another crisis occurred
(orange, Figure 9e) with events stretching from the western
Shark Bay ring fault where they seem to have initiated, to
the eastern Fieale ring fault where they seem to have ended.
[70] Overall, a total of 24 focal mechanisms were calculated for some of the Fieale sequence events. Sixty-seven
percent are double couple and characterized by an E– W
trending T axis (Figure 10b) oblique to the direction of
regional extension. Most indicate normal slip on rather steep
planes (70– 85°) striking N0 ± 25° (Figure 10b). As faults
striking N – S are not observed in the rift, the corresponding
events are unlikely to result from slip on some of the rift
faults. The events whose epicenters underlie surface fault
traces show nodal planes that are actually oblique to these
traces, hence incompatible with slip on these faults. By
contrast, the Fieale caldera ring faults, at the base of which
most events occur, strike N – S to NE – SW on average where
events are denser (Figure 9e). Along the NE trending
section of the eastern Fieale ring fault, most mechanisms
show a subvertical or steep, west dipping, NE striking focal

plane, consistent with slip on that ring fault. Similarly, along
the NE trending section of the western Fieale ring fault,
most mechanisms show a subvertical or steep, east dipping,
north to NE striking focal plane, consistent with slip on that
ring fault. Together these suggest that most Fieale events
result from frictional ruptures on or around both western
and eastern Fieale ring faults at depth, where those are
enclosed between the B and D fault planes. Most remaining
DC mechanisms indicate strike-slip faulting on steep planes
with various strikes. Nine NDC mechanisms are also
found that reveal explosion/implosion and tensile cracking
mechanisms.
[71] We conclude that the Fieale sequence was mainly
magmatically accommodated and possibly induced. Ruptures basically occurred at the base of the Fieale ring faults
and within the brittle lens that caps the central column of
low-velocity anomaly. Moreover, they are characterized by
a E– W trending T axis, suggesting that they occurred in a
local stress regime different (i.e., rotated by 45°) from the
regional one. We suggest that this particular stress regime
resulted from a local perturbation of the regional stress
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Figure 9. (continued)
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Figure 10. Stereographic projection of (top) P and T axes and (bottom) nodal planes of double-couple
focal mechanisms determined for events (a) before and (b) during the Fieale sequence.
environment as a response of a sudden change in the
magmatic activity below the Fieale caldera.

5. Discussion
5.1. Shallow Crustal Structure in the Subaerial
Section of the Rift
[72] The recorded data help depicting the shallow crustal
structure in the onland section of the rift, especially in the
area of Fieale. Note that before the present study, little was
known on that structure. In particular, though a magma
chamber is suspected somewhere below the Fieale edifice
[Van Ngoc et al., 1981], its depth, geometry, composition,
internal magma pressure, relationships to Fieale and to
faults, etc., are unknown. Similarly, though the Fieale
volcano is a major feature of the rift, its geometry at depth,
its possible role in the rift plumbing system, etc., are
unknown. We thus feel that our results bring valuable
insights to characterize the rift structure and behavior. Our
vision of the rift structure and behavior is conceptualized in
Figure 11 of the companion paper by Doubre et al. [2007],
once all available data have been analyzed. Here we thus
only report major observations and inferences issued from
that first part of work.
[73] As discussed by Gudmundsson et al. [1994] and
Arnott and Foulger [1994a], the variations of seismic wave
velocities in volcano-tectonic environments likely result
from temperature variations and/or variations in rock porosity or density. Temperature variations are generally
related to the existence of a magmatic plumbing system
and/or to fluids circulations. Porosity anomalies are most

likely associated with the existence of porous bodies and/or
with pervasive fracturing of the rocks.
[74] The central pipe-shaped zone of low velocity that is
imaged from 1 – 2 km down to at least 5 km stands right
below the Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic complex, hence about
where a long-lived magma chamber is suspected [Van Ngoc
et al., 1981]. The amplitude of the anomaly is too low,
however, to attest to the presence of molten basaltic
material; such material would produce P wave velocity
anomalies >1 km/s [e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 1994]. It is
by contrast similar to the P wave anomaly found at the roof
of the Krafla magma chamber [Brandsdottir et al., 1997]
and interpreted as resulting from a temperature increase in
solid rocks above the reservoir. The lack of earthquakes in
most of the low-velocity pipe (below 3 – 4 km) suggests that
temperatures in the pipe are too high for brittle ruptures to
occur. In common conditions, the transition between brittle
and plastic rock deformation occurs at 600– 800°C, while
basaltic rocks start melting at 1150– 1350°C [e.g., Cowie et
al., 1993; Hirth et al., 1998]. We thus suggest that the axial
low-velocity pipe imaged below the Fieale-Shark Bay
calderas is a zone of increased temperature with little or
no melt above a deeper magma reservoir. Similar lowvelocity zones have been recognized above magma
reservoirs in other rift or ridge segments, and similarly
interpreted [Brandsdottir et al., 1997; Barclay et al.,
1998; Dawson et al., 1999; Miller and Smith, 1999].
Temperatures in the pipe are likely to range between 600
and 1200°C below 3 km (down to at least 5.5 km), making
the zone essentially made of solid basaltic rocks deforming
plastically, thus aseismically. That no similar low-velocity
zone is found elsewhere in the subaerial part of the rift
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suggests that the magma reservoir is strictly localized below
the Fieale-SB calderas, and hence small in size.
[75] The pipe of hot rocks is bounded by the outer ring
faults of the Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic system, and
enclosed within a large, cylinder-shaped zone of positive
anomaly. That cylinder of high velocity is free of earthquakes. Together these suggest that the ‘‘cold cylinder’’ is
an annulus of dense, frozen magmatic intrusions, similar to
those commonly observed around magma chambers [Arnott
and Foulger, 1994a, 1994b; Gudmundsson et al., 1994;
Barclay et al., 1998; Miller and Smith, 1999; Dawson et al.,
1999]. This inference is in keeping with the large positive
gravity anomaly (>2 mGal) measured in the Fieale-Shark
Bay area [Demange and Puvilland, 1990]. The annulus of
intrusions is likely to form the Fieale-Shark Bay caldera rim
at depth.
[76] West of Fieale, the axial volcanic chain is underlined
by a zone of negative velocity anomaly that extends from
surface down to 3 – 4 km. Although this zone is poorly
resolved, it is consistent with the existence of recent (1978
magmatic episode), still hot, planar intrusions, as with the
high temperatures measured in this area (800 – 1200°C
[Van Ngoc et al., 1981]). If the positive anomaly zone
evidenced at greater depths is real, we infer that the volcanic
chain is not presently fed by ascending hot material.
[77] While P velocity anomalies at depth are likely related
to the Fieale magmatic system, those determined in the
shallow levels (1.5 km) may have different origins. For
instance, cold seawater infiltrates the onland section of the
rift from the Ghoubbet and flows westward through its
dense network of faults and fissures up to the Asal Lake
[Mlynarski and Zlotnicki, 2001; Demange and Puvilland,
1990; Van Ngoc et al., 1981]. That circulation is confined to
the top 500 m [Van Ngoc et al., 1981]. It generates
temperature variations that draw an alternation of NW – SE
stripes [e.g., Mlynarski and Zlotnicki, 2001]. These stripes,
however, are not observed in Figure 4, suggesting that the
water-related temperature variations are small. On the other
hand, the existence of numerous fumaroles within the Fieale
area and along the D and F fault systems attests to
significant hydrothermal activity [Demange and Puvilland,
1990; Abdallah, 1997]. Shallow circulation of hydrothermal
fluids may thus be responsible for some of the shallow
negative P anomalies. Intense, pervasive fracturing also
occurs in the rift, particularly in the DLM subrift and at
major fault tips [Manighetti et al., 2001a, 2004]. Such
pervasive fracturing may thus also account for some of
the shallow negative anomalies.
5.2. Seismic Evidence for Tectonic Activity in the Rift
[78] The combined analysis of event distribution, time
evolution and focal mechanisms, suggests that faults D, B,
a, g1 – 2, and e1 – 2 are currently slipping and/or embedded
in volumes sustaining current brittle deformation. Shallow
fissuring is also occurring in the inner floor of the Disa Le
Mallo subrift. Most recorded events are enclosed and
bounded by the D and B fault planes, suggesting that the
latter two faults may be the most currently active in the rift.
The normal slip events detected on their planes show that
the rift inner floor, hence the Fieale caldera, are presently
subsiding. These results are in keeping with geodetic
measurements that show that the rift inner floor has been
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subsiding at 1 – 4 mm/yr in the last 20 years in the Fieale
area [Ruegg and Kasser, 1987; Doubre et al., 2005; Vigny et
al., 2007].
[79] The faults on or around which microevents are
detected share several characteristics. First, they all lie in
the northern half of the rift (from D to e). Faults further
south show little or no evidence of current activity. This
observation seems to confirm that the locus of current
tectonic activity is north of the rift axis, particularly in the
DLM subrift, as previously inferred from analysis of longterm faulting [Manighetti et al., 1998], and suggested by
geodetic measurements [Vigny et al., 2007; Doubre and
Peltzer, 2007]. Second, faults only sustain sparse, small
(0.5 – 1 km2) clusters of events which, at most, represent
total seismic moment of a few 1011 – 1012 N m per fault.
Thus, if slip occurs on the faults, it is not larger than a
millimeter. It is actually more likely that the event clusters
rather result from microscale damage fracturing of the rocks
embedding the fault planes [e.g., Manighetti et al., 2004].
[80] Another characteristic shared by the seismically
active faults is their steep planes. Event distribution and
focal mechanisms combine to reveal planes almost vertical
down to several km. The D and B fault planes are the
steepest, dipping by 85 ± 5° down to 3 – 4 km. The a1 and F
faults seem to have planes almost as steep, dipping by 80 ±
5° down to 3 –4 km (and possibly 6 km for a1). Although
events occur only at shallow levels, fault planes in the DLM
subrift seem also subvertical, and associated with vertical,
open fissures. Finally, e1 and e2 fault planes dip by 50–
70°SW down to 5 – 6 km. Although these values are
deduced from few events (they will be refined in following
paper), they suggest that most rift faults are steep, with dips
decreasing from about vertical at the rift axis to 50– 60° in
the oldest, outermost parts of the rift, as observed in oceanic
spreading segments [e.g., Kong et al., 1992; Barclay et al.,
2001]. This makes most rift faults unable to accommodate
large extensional components. More, faults at the rift axis
can only accommodate up and down motions of the inner
floor and of its embedded Fieale caldera. Finally, the focal
mechanisms determined for some of the fault slip events
show that faults are slipping or sustaining brittle deformation in a homogeneous regional stress regime consistent
with the approximately NE trending direction of the ArabiaAfrica plate motion vector. Most of these events show
dominant normal slip, while a few others have an additional
component of left-lateral slip, as observed in long-term fault
kinematics.
[81] The results above demonstrate that tectonic faulting
currently occurs in the rift. Yet, it does not efficiently
contribute to the rift opening. This is in keeping with
observation that total contribution of fault strain to plate
separation is low, less than 20%, in most oceanic ridge
segments [e.g., Forslund and Gudmundsson, 1991; Cowie
et al., 1993; De Chabalier and Avouac, 1994; Escartin et
al., 1999; Ebinger and Casey, 2001; Behn et al., 2002].
5.3. Seismic Evidence for Magmatic Activity in the Rift
[82] The main evidence of recent magmatic activity
comes from the identification of a pipe of hot rocks below
the Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic complex. The pipe overlies a
magma reservoir that we infer to be at a depth >5 km, in the
southeastern part of the Fieale-Shark Bay complex.
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[83] Current magmatic activity in the rift is also attested
by the distribution and nature of most events. The denser
seismicity is found in the Fieale-Shark Bay area, with most
events occurring at the base of the Fieale ring faults, and
attesting to their slip (or to tensile cracking around them).
Clustering of microevents on volcanic ring faults and
particularly at their base is a common feature in volcanic
areas [Einarsson, 1991; Ekström, 1994; De Natale et al.,
1995; Mori et al., 1996; Nettles and Ekström, 1998; Prejean
et al., 2003; Sohn et al., 2004]. Another common feature is
that microevents tend to form dense clusters at the top of
magma reservoirs [e.g., Nicolas et al., 1993; Sohn et al.,
2004]. In our case, events rather cluster at the top of the hot
rock pipe, hence more than 2 –3 km away from the reservoir
roof. We suggest that the reverse V-shaped volume that the
cluster forms, is made of extrusive rocks, now frozen at the
roof of the hot pipe. The brittle volume is enclosed within
the ring faults and the D and B fault planes, and likely slide
up and down along them. Its reversed V shape suggests that
the extrusive lenses are tilted outward as a response of an
upward ‘‘magmatic push‘‘ from underneath (inflation; e.g.,
Brandsdottir and Einarsson, 1979; Tryggvason, 1986; Tait
et al., 1989; Tilling and Dvorak, 1993; Dawson et al.,
1999]. The NDC mechanisms found in the volume may
therefore result from both thermal (contraction/dilation of
rocks) and pressure effects.
[84] Finally, the temporal evolution of seismicity also
attests to current magmatic activity in the rift. A several
week long period is identified (Fieale sequence), during
which events only occur in the Fieale area, with mechanisms significantly different from those observed in ‘‘rest
conditions’’. This strongly suggests that the Fieale sequence
occurs in a modified stress regime (rotation of 45° of the
strike of the extensive stress axis). That modified regime
likely results from a local stress field interacting and adding
to the regional stress field. We take that local stress
perturbation to result from a sudden pressure change in
the Fieale magma reservoir and overlaying hot pipe. Note,
however, that thermal stresses might also be high enough to
contribute modifying the ambient stress regime [e.g.,
Chevallier and Verwoerd, 1990; Gerla, 1988].
[85] The results above demonstrate that magmatic activity
is currently going on in AG, in the Fieale-Shark Bay area.
Yet, it does not contribute either to the rift opening, for most
of its ‘‘effects’’ are small, up and down, vertical displacements on the Fieale-SB volcanic ring faults.
5.4. Seismic Evidence for Current Magmato-Tectonic
Interactions in the Rift
[86] The experiment shows that tectonic and magmatic
processes currently interact in the rift, with these interactions governing the time-space evolution of seismicity. First,
the recorded events spread in a few zones that all (but e)
are in the vicinity of the Fieale caldera; they lie within a
2-km-wide, 5-km-long, NE trending strip that runs from
Fieale to e2. Anywhere else outside of this ‘‘seismic strip’’,
the rift is quiescent. This particular distribution suggests that
the current activity, including that on faults, is somehow
related to the Fieale volcanic system. Second, phases of
peaked activity are identified at different timescales; whenever and wherever such a phase of peaked activity occurs, it
inhibits the activity in the rest of the rift. More, a major
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phase of peaked activity in Fieale-SB (Fieale sequence)
locally disturbs the ambient stress regime. We take that Fieale
sequence to result from a pressure change in the magma
reservoir underneath. Although small, the perturbation is
sufficient to impede adjacent volumes and faults to deform
or rupture. This demonstrates that magmatic and tectonic
activities currently interact. This further shows that as
elsewhere, the Fieale volcanic source and its adjacent faults
(including ring faults) are mechanically coupled through twoway stress transfers [Pollard et al., 1983; Rubin, 1990;
De Natale et al. 1995; Gudmundsson, 1998; Burov and
Guillou-Frottier, 1999; Troise et al., 2003; Doubre and
Geoffroy, 2003; Feuillet et al., 2004, 2006; Gray and
Monaghan, 2004]. That the Fieale sequence inhibits slip on
adjacent faults suggests that it results from a pressure increase.
It also suggests that at the time of the experiment, s3 was
hardly lower than s1 and s2 for its small increase was enough
to ‘‘reset’’ the ambient stress regime and lock the faults. The
ambient stress regime may thus have been close to isotropic.

6. Conclusions
[87] The 5-month seismological experiment that we conducted in the Asal-Ghoubbet Rift allowed the continuous
recording of events down to a magnitude of 1.0. We ended
locating 208 events in the rift (1.0  Md  2.5), 200 of
them occurred within the temporary network, i.e., in the
eastern emerged part of the rift. These events were dense
enough to be used in a tomographic inversion procedure,
from which we inferred the crustal structure of the eastern
part of the emerged rift, and relocated the events with a
precision of a few tens of meters. Focal mechanisms could
also be determined for a large number of events (71).
Altogether, the data allowed event nature, distribution and
temporal evolution to be examined in great detail, and faced
to the main tectonic and magmatic features known at
surface and identified in the tomography. Our main findings
are the following.
[88] 1. Though the rift is currently opening at 16 ± 1 mm/yr,
the level of seismicity recorded over the 5 months is quite
low, hardly accounting for a total seismic moment of 7 
1012 N m. Similarly, although most faults in the rift show
morphological evidence of recent to current activity, very
few are associated with seismicity.
[89] 2. The recorded seismicity is concentrated in one
single zone, the northeastern quadrant of the rift emerged
section. The rest of the rift is entirely silent. The zone of
seismicity divides in three distinct clusters, coinciding with
the Fieale-Shark Bay area (inner floor), the Disa Le Mallo
subrift, and the northern rift shoulder. They are all close to
the Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic system, below which a
magma chamber is suspected.
[90] 3. The tomographic results confirm that the FiealeShark Bay area is an important element of the rift plumbing
system. The whole caldera zone is found to overlay a
2-km-wide central column of low-velocity anomaly that
we interpret as a pipe of heated rocks above a deeper magma
chamber (lying at depth >5– 6 km). That pipe is enclosed
within a cylinder-shaped zone of high-velocity anomaly that
we interpret as an annulus of frozen intrusions. The FiealeShark Bay caldera rims extend down to 4– 5 km through a
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system of subvertical ring faults that separate the central hot
pipe from the outer intrusion annulus.
[91] 4. Most earthquakes occur at the base of the ring
faults (at 3 – 4 km), where those are enclosed between the
vertical, innermost D and B normal fault planes. This makes
most of the recorded seismicity forming a dense 3 km3
cluster at the roof of the central hot pipe, in between the
volcanic and the tectonic faults that bound the Fieale-Shark
Bay volcanic system at depth.
[92] 5. Most of the seismicity results from up and down
motion on both the volcanic ring faults and the tectonic B
and D faults. These up and down motions are likely driven
by pressure changes in the magma chamber underneath.
One of such pressure change is taken to be the cause of the
Fieale sequence, during which a large number of events
were produced below the caldera in a short time, while the
ambient stress regime was significantly locally modified
and apparently reset to almost isotropic.
[93] Taken together, our observations demonstrate that the
central Fieale-Shark Bay volcanic complex is currently
active, despite the lack of other evidence. That activity
seems to result from small pressure changes in a deeper
magma reservoir. These pressure changes produce inflation/
deflation motions of the brittle lens that caps the overlying
pipe of hot rocks. These motions in turn produce small slip
events on the shear planes that bound the pipe. If this vision
is correct, it suggests that during the experiment, the rift
activity was essentially magmatically induced and accommodated, while tectonic faulting was basically silent, or
hardly significant.
[94] All these results are refined in the companion paper
by Doubre et al. [2007], where we examine the evolution of
seismicity in the rift over the 23 years that followed the
1978 rifting episode.
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